URGENT ACT IONS

State of Emergency
Declared in Ecuador:
Reports of I 5 Indigenous Activists Killed
cuadorian President SLxto Duran-Ballen declared a
State of Emergency on june 21 and the following day
gave the militmy sweeping powers to •restore order•
throughout the country. Indigenous organizations led by
the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador
(CONAIE) are blockading roads and demonstnning to
demand the govemmem revoke the new agricultural development law. The military has surrounded CONAIE offices
and are seeking arrest of the organization's leaders who are
now in hiding. Increased repression is feared.
The Ecuadorian government ignored repeated calls by
CONAJE and popular organizations for national consultations on proposed agricultural bills. Instead it swiftly
approved new legislation on june 13. President DuranBallen claims the new law will modernize the country's
agricultural sector. Indigenous organizations called the law
unconstitutional, stating that it will destroy their agricultural economy, threaten Indigenous systems of land tenure,
and drive thousands to immigrate to city slums in search of
work. Today. the country's constitutional court ruled the
new law to be unconstitutional. but observers think the
government may ignore this ruling.
CONAIE organized a massive "Mobilization for Life' to
demand the law be revoked. The mobil.ization has nearly
paralyzed nine of 21 Ecuadorian provinces. This is the
fourth nationwide mobili.zation led by CONAIE since the
well-known Indian uprising in 1990. In a gesture that was
both symbolic and concrete, CONAIE has stalled the flow
of agricultural goods to several cities. The govemmem
Stated that three year sentences would be given to those
protesters who disobe)'ed the state of emergency. CONAl E
responded, "The decision of our grassroots is to remain
where they are until the law is repeated. If all the
dimensions of the conOict are taken into account, the
imposition of a state of emergenC)' is a virtual declaration
of war against the Indigenous people and the majority of
the country.•
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Five Indigenous protesters have been killed in the highlands, and there are unconflm1cd reports that 10 people
were killed by police while peacefully blocking a road to an
oil well in Lago Agrio in the t\mazon. The number of those
injured and detained is unknown. A radio station in
Latacunga belonging to the Catholic Church was occupied
and ransacked by security forces. and one of the staff
detained. Protesters have been harassed and threatened for
the last two weeks. and tensions are extremely high.
On june 20. after two weeks of protest, the government
invited Indigenous organizations to negotiations. but broke
off talks the next day. lndigenot\S organizations demand
that the agricultural law be revoked before negotiating the
shape of new legislation. The government would agree only
to modifying the new law. CONAIE and the environmental
group Accion Ecologica point out that the new law promotes privatization of communal properties, fails to recognize Indigenous systems and concepts of land tenure as
legitimate, and will promote agroindustry and livestock
grazingat the ex-pense of small farmers who now account for
75% of the country's agricultural production. -t
Please send lettet'S to President Duran BaUen urging
the Ecuadorian governmem to negotiate a peaceful
resolution to tbe conflict, tO immediately halt repression directed against CONAIE and other Indigenous
groups and to respect Indigenous organizations' just
demands.
Sixto Duran Ballen. Presidente del Ecuador. Palacio
Presic!encial. Carcia Moreno. 1043, Quito-Ecuador
Fax: (593-2) 580 73.5
with copies to:
Luis Macas, Presidenrc CONAIE, Av. Granados 2553,
Casilla 17-17-1235, Quiro-Ecua<li>r Fax: (593-2) 442271
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